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Episode 298: BRINGING THE HEAT

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Contrary to the o0cial narrative (and hence popular belief), the COVID shots have no demonstrated

safety. In Episode 298 of The Highwire, Del Bigtree interviews attorney Aaron Siri about the various

lawsuits his Lrm has brought to reverse COVID jab mandates.

Siri describes a recent deposition of Dr. Kathryn Edwards, a world-leading vaccinologist who sat on

PLzer's data safety monitoring board (DSMB). This Lve-member committee oversaw the safety of

PLzer's jab. A DSMB is supposed to be an independent group of experts, whose responsibility it is

to monitor patient safety and treatment e0cacy data while a clinical trial is ongoing.

P/zer's Not-so-Independent Safety Monitoring Board

As noted by Siri in the deposition, since the DSMB is supposed to be independent, it's crucially

important that all the members of that board have no potential conUicts of interest and are in fact

truly independent of the drug company whose product they're evaluating.

In the case of Edwards, she was a paid adviser to PLzer before she was hired (by PLzer) to be on

the DSMB for their COVID jab. According to Edwards, this fact is irrelevant, because that prior

relationship did not inUuence the work she did on the board.

"I say what I believe based on my expertise," she told Siri. "So, you don't think Lnancial incentive can

sway people's judgment at all?" Siri asked. "It does not sway my judgment, Sir," she replied. "Then

why have an independent DSMB?" Siri asked. "Why doesn't PLzer just have some of its employees

on it?"

"Because we are independent; we are independent from PLzer in this assessment," she replied. But

just how can an independent advisory committee possibly be "independent" if members have prior

relationships with the company?

Another noteworthy tidbit from that deposition was Edwards' comment that she reviewed "lots of

reactions and adverse events" from the COVID jab trial. Yet the public has continuously been told

there are no bad reactions. So, what was she looking at? And why, if there were "lots of reactions,"

did the DSMB conclude that there are no safety concerns?

Of course, we know at least some of what she was looking at. PLzer trial documents  have been

released showing the company amassed nine single-spaced pages' worth of "adverse events of

special interest" (see pages 30 through 38 ), including 1,223 events with fatal outcomes between

December 1, 2020 and February 28, 2021 alone.

A whistleblower who worked on P;zer's Phase 3 trial has also come forward with evidence

showing data were falsiLed, patients were unblinded and follow-up on reported side effects lagged

way behind. Why didn't any of these issues concern the DSMB? Was it because there really was no

independent DSMB?

What German Autopsy Data Have Revealed

In a mid-December 2022 Substack article, the anonymous writer who goes by the moniker "A

Midwestern Doctor" reviewed German autopsy data, which demonstrate:

The presence of "highly unusual tissue inUammation" in people who died shortly after getting

the jab. As noted by the author, "Pathologists had not observed this phenomena before the

COVID-19 vaccines, and they suspected this inUammation would be fatal."

The presence of COVID spike protein in the tissues of the deceased, whereas another key part

of the SARS-CoV-2 virus was absent. This suggests the actual virus was not part of the

problem; the only possible source of the spike protein was the jab.

The most recent and "most deLnitive" study on this subject, according to A Midwestern Doctor,

examined 35 people who died within 20 days of getting the COVID jab. After thorough autopsy

examination, 10 of the deceased were determined to have died from causes other than the jab.

Among the remaining 25, most died from causes that, in general, have frequently been linked to

vaccination. Five died from myocarditis, which could potentially be linked to the shot. In three of

those Lve cases, the COVID jab was determined to be the deLnitive cause of the myocarditis that

led to their death.

As noted by A Midwestern Doctor, "These results are very important for convicting the vaccines if it

can also be proven that a large number of unexpected deaths are occurring following vaccination."

As it turns out, that's exactly what excess mortality data tell us.

German Insurance Provider Data Show Rise in Doctor's Visits

A Midwestern Doctor also cites data from the German health insurance provider, BKK, which covers

about 10.9 million Germans. One of the BKK board members, Andreas Shöfbeck, discovered

concerning trends in their data, which he sent to the Paul-Ehrlich Institut, an agency of the German

Federal Ministry of Health.

No good deed goes unpunished in the era of COVID censorship, however, so Shöfbeck was

summarily dismissed from the board as thanks for his contribution to public health and safety. The

BKK dataset showed 2.05% of COVID jab recipients sought medical care after their jab. A

Midwestern Doctor continues:

"This concerning safety signal prompted … the AfD [Alternative for Germany, a conservative

political party] … to =le the German equivalent of FOIA [Freedom of Information Act

request] for the rest of the insurance data …

Recently AfD obtained AOK Sachsen-Anhalt's data, which once analyzed, demonstrated

that many of the conditions we associate with COVID-19 injuries noticeably increased when

the vaccination campaign initiated … [C]onditions which rose =ve-fold or more were:"

"AfD also submitted a FOIA request to KBV, the association which represents all physicians

who receive insurance in Germany and thus the largest insurance dataset available."

Largest Insurance Dataset Reveal Rise in Sudden Deaths

The larger statutory health insurance dataset from KBV, which encompasses 72 million Germans,

show massive increases in sudden and unexpected deaths after the COVID jabs rolled out.

The following graph is from a press conference presentation by data analyst Tom Lausen (see

video below; it's in German, but you can enable English subtitles).  No mainstream media attended

the press conference.

As noted by A Midwestern Doctor:

"… one way that individuals have analyzed the unusual changes in health following the

vaccination campaigns has been to assess how far they fall outside of the expected range

of variation …

I did a quick calculation for the above graph and found that 2021's increase from 2016-

2020 was 37.7σ [sigma], while 2022's was 41.0σ. This is quite a big deal (the rarity of an

event happening by chance increases exponentially as the σ increases).

For context, a 7σ event has a 1/390,632,286,180 chance of spontaneously occurring (it is

thought to occur once in a billion years) … (I was not able to =nd a reference on the

probabilities for the even higher σ events observed here).

Given these numbers, it is very di_cult to argue that these events were not caused by

something. In this regard, we are also quite fortunate that while the vaccines were rushed

to the market over a period of time far too short to establish safety, that process still took a

year.

Because of this lag, it is possible to refute the commonly cited argument that these

changes were due to COVID-19 or the lockdowns, as these only occurred in 2020 …"

Dramatic Rise in Heart-Related Fatalities

Lausen also presented a graph for German fatalities per quarter involving cardiac problems.

These six death certiLcate codes all correspond to "sudden deaths" with cardiac cause. As you can

see, heart-related mortality more than doubled in the Lrst quarter of 2021 from the year before, and

nearly tripled from the Lve-year average.

Some have argued that since few shots were given in early 2021, heart-related deaths would not

have increased until the second quarter if there was a correlation between the two. However, other

data show there was a rapid rise in COVID jab doses administered during the Lrst quarter of 2021

(see graph below), so it's not outside the realm of possibility that there is a correlation.

Also, as with all-cause mortality, the fact that heart-related deaths did NOT spike during 2020

suggests COVID-19 had nothing to do with the rise that occurred in the Lrst quarter of 2021.

Data Analyst Calls for Immediate End to COVID Jabs

In the conclusion of his presentation, Lausen calls for the immediate suspension of the COVID jabs

until correlation between the shots and death can be conclusively ruled out. He also calls for:

Autopsies on all who died suddenly to determine what the massive increase is due to

Mandatory recording of the COVID jab status of all deceased individuals, and the brand used,

and regular publication of these data

Immediate evaluation of the KBV data by German health authorities

Informing all doctors and the population at large about the increase in diseases being reported

post-jab

Regular publication of KB e V data linked with COVID jab data held by the Paul Ehrlich Institute

and the Robert Koch Institute (Germany's public health institute)

The Shots Also Have Negative Effectiveness

In addition to not being safe, by any standard, the COVID shots are also negatively effective,

meaning after 90 days, both Moderna's and PLzer's shots make you more susceptible to COVID.

As shown in the graphic below, Danish data reveal Omicron cases among the jabbed rose

dramatically after three months for both injections, giving PLzer a negative effectiveness of 76.5%

at 90 days' post-jab and Moderna a 39.3% negative effectiveness.

As noted in a series of Twitter posts by Chris Martenson Ph.D.:

"If you've been vaccinated, and feel like you've been getting sick more often than your

unvaccinated friends, your impression is correct … The only rational, scienti=c, ethical, and

moral response is to #StoptheShotsNow for everyone under 50 who is healthy. Anything

less is pro=teering, politics, or personal failure. Or assault and/or homicide if you're a

doctor."

Florida Governor Calls for Grand Jury Investigation

I've reviewed data on side effects and excess mortality in the U.S. in several previous articles, and

Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis recently did what many of us have been calling for in light of those data.

December 13, 2022, he petitioned the Florida Supreme Court for a statewide grand jury

investigation of crimes and wrongdoing committed against Floridians related to the COVID-19

jabs.  According to the governor's press release:

"The pharmaceutical industry and the FDA have refused to release patient-level data for

independent researchers.

Meanwhile, the COVID-19 vaccines produced by P=zer and Moderna have received FDA

approval for pediatric and adult patients and continue to be marketed as safe and effective,

even though the vaccines do not prevent transmission and adverse events have been

minimized and disregarded by the Biden Administration and Big Pharma.

In response, Governor DeSantis has =led a petition to impanel a statewide grand jury to

investigate crimes and wrongs in Florida related to the COVID-19 vaccines and further

recommend enforcement methods."

Florida Establishes Independent Public Health Committee

DeSantis is also implementing autopsy surveillance of post-jab sudden deaths, and has established

a Public Health Integrity Committee, an independent group of expert researchers "charged with

assessing federal decisions, recommendations, and guidance related to public health and health

care … to ensure that Florida's public health policies are tailored for Florida's communities and

priorities."

The Committee, which will be overseen by Florida surgeon general Dr. Joseph Ladapo, consists of

the following members:

Jay Bhattacharya, MD, Ph.D. Martin Kulldorff, Ph.D.

Tracy Beth Høeg, MD, Ph.D. Joseph Fraiman, MD

Christine Stabell Benn, MD, Ph.D. Bret Weinstein, Ph.D.

Steven Templeton, Ph.D.

As noted in the governor's press release:

"The Biden Administration and pharmaceutical corporations continue to push widespread

distribution of mRNA vaccines on the public, including children as young as 6 months old,

through relentless propaganda while ignoring real-life adverse events.

At today's roundtable the Governor and health experts discussed data covering serious

adverse events. These risks include coagulation disorders, acute cardiac injuries, Bell's

palsy, encephalitis, appendicitis, and shingles.

'Health care professionals should always communicate the risks of a medical intervention

to their patients in a manner that is clinically appropriate and meets standards of ethical

practice. President Biden and Big Pharma have completely prevented that from happening

– it is wrong,' said Surgeon General Dr. Joseph Ladapo.

'With these new actions, we will shed light on the forces that have obscured truthful

communication about the COVID-19 vaccines.'"

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

7,128 ratings

ORDER NOW
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warriormom
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I would like to ask the Mercola Community if anyone has information on the side effects of monoclonal antibodies? I can't Lnd any info.

My husband received them at the hospital after contracting the Delta varient in August 2021. He seemed to recover from Covid in just 3

days. However, since then, he has had major heart issues, blockages resulting in 3 stents, high BP resistant to meds, very low heart rates,

heart stopping, passing out several times, resulting in an emergency pacemaker then permanent pacemaker.

Previously healthy, no heart issues, no bad habits or co-morbidities. No vaccines. While visiting CNA at surgeons o0ce after procedure

she asked if he had been vaccinated. He said no. She said, good! Neither had she and she said no one in the cardiology medical Leld is

talking about the enormous rise in heart issues in both Covid patients and vaccinated patients. She shocked us with her candid opinions.

Then she handed us a resource paper on FLCCC. She said if they had mandated her to be vaccinated she would have quit.

She had previously been working in New York when the Covid hit. She witnessed everything and cannot believe they are still vaccinating

people and killing them. My walking buddy whose husband had to have an emergency heart valve replacement soon after the jab was

also told by his cardiologist not to get boosters. Nurse there said she has never seen so many people with new heart issues at one time.

They know it's the vaccine. Thank you to those speaking out. People need to know the truth.
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Hi warriorrmom, this information can be useful. ARE MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES SAFE?.

www.proteogenix.science/monoclonal-antibody-production/faqs-monoclonal..  .---- WHAT ARE MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES AND

CAN THEY TREAT COVID-19?. www.gavi.org/vaccineswork/what-are-monoclonal-antibodies-and-can-they-..  .----- MONOCLONAL

ANTIBODIES FOR COVID-19. jamanetwork.com/.../2776307  .(2021).----- AN UPDATE TO MONOCLONAL ANTIBODY AS

THERAPEUTIC OPTION AGAINST COVID-19. www.sciencedirect.com/.../S2590053621000197  (2021).---- APPLICATION OF

MONOCLONAL ANTIBODY DRUGS IN TREATMENT OF COVID-19: A REVIEW link.springer.com/.../s12668-022-00997-9  (2022).-----

BENEFICIAL AND HARMFUL EFFECTS OF MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES FOR THE TREATMENT AND PROPHYLAXIS OF COVID-19:

SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND META-ANALYSIS www.sciencedirect.com/.../S0002934322005253  (2022)
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Hi Warriormum here's some information on monoclonal antibodies

www.cancerresearchuk.org/about-cancer/cancer-in-general/treatment/immu.. ,

bloodcancer.org.uk/news/antivirals-and-monoclonal-antibodies-whats-the.. , If you also check out https://www.ukcolumn.org/

 and use their search bar you can Lnd links to where they have discussed monoclonal antibodies.
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Man3258
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I lost half of my beautiful hair. I'm not tooting my own horn but I have /had the most beautiful black Italian thick hair. Even Indians

had complimented me on my hair. My hair was everything and very much a part of my identity. After monoclonals I lost half my

hair. It shedded clumps at a time. I went to doctor with 2 bags full of my beautiful hair. A year later my hair is coming back and I

can wear down again but it's not same yet. It will take years if even ever fully comes back. I hope it does. Now was it telogen

euuvium brought on by having covid or was it monoclonals? I'd love Dr. Mercola to do videos on this as this has become a

prominent side effect of all of this. You can Lnd articles everywhere Good Luck to you.
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Hello Warriormom, Familiar with friends parents having odd issues after monoclonal ab, proteins and other labs that could point to

cancer were up/off however you want to explain it, looked at these labs and I explained the MA can alter these for a year. Still the

parents were scared by docs had multiple myeloma, and went for bone marrow testing and some other invasive tests. All negative.

Woke up AFTER I asked them to talk to their doctors about the MA skewing their labs when they have no obvious complaints. Also

it was routine bloodwork. All of this terrifying these elderly folk into invasive tests. Cardiac? I don’t know. I only know more about

Immune globulins as family members were on it and I learned a lot, one lesson was get off of it as there are no guaranteed it’s

clean and free of contaminants.

My question to you is did he get an MRI with contrast medium which is a heavy metal called gadolinium. Dr. Mercola has

supported the community affected by deposition of gadolinium through writing articles creating awareness. Gadolinium affects

the heart and vasculature. I’ll post article from pubmed. But with any experimental synthetic product, life is like a box of chocolates

and you don’t know what you’re going to get. My sister got the P jab and she has myocarditis and heart failure. She had LOTS OF

GADOLINIUM for cardiac MRI’s and she is worse since last scan.
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I have gleened from more than one source that I would consider reliable, that "doctors" and other medical staff are covertly

administering the jab in unjabbed patients undergoing surgery and while unconscience.
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Warriormom, are you aware of Dr Bruce Patterson's remarkable Lndings in 2020 regarding the S1 subunit of the spike protein

persisting in non-classical monocytes in both long haul and vax injured patients? Patterson used advanced molecular analyses
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P/zer's Shots Aren't Safe and Were Never Shown To Be
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

Dr. Kathryn Edwards, a member of PLzer’s data safety monitoring board (DSMB), was previously a paid adviser to PLzer. DSMBs are

supposed to be independent, and aren’t if members have previous relationships with the company

)

German autopsies found “highly unusual tissue inUammation” in people who died shortly after getting the jab, and investigators suspect the

inUammation observed would be fatal. They also found spike protein in the tissues of the deceased, but not another key part of SARS-CoV-

2. This suggests the actual virus was not part of the problem; the only possible source of the spike protein was the jab

)

Data from the German health insurance provider BKK, which covers about 10.9 million Germans, show 2.05% of COVID jab recipients sought

medical care after their jab

)

The largest German statutory health insurance dataset, which encompasses 72 million Germans, show massive increases in sudden and

unexpected deaths after the COVID jabs rolled out

)

December 13, 2022, Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis petitioned the Florida Supreme Court for a statewide grand jury investigation of crimes and

wrongdoing committed against Floridians related to the COVID-19 jabs. He also established an independent Public Health Integrity

Committee to analyze and assess federal health guidance before they’re implemented in Florida

)
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persisting in non-classical monocytes in both long haul and vax injured patients? Patterson used advanced molecular analyses

termed "precision medicine" to make this breakthrough Lnding. Normally, non-classical monocytes rapidly turnover, that is they're

gone in a day or two, but in Patterson's patients exhibiting severe cardiovascular and/or neurological symptoms he found

monocytes in their bloodstream that were essentially immortalized by the S1 spike subunits that they carried (published paper

showing persistence for more than 1 year) and thus were continuously spewing out inUammatory chemicals.

Many or most of the patients that Patterson treated with a RANTES/CCR5 inhibitor along with a statin (not aimed at cholesterol

levels, statins have an anti-inUammatory pleiotropic effect along with other powerful properties) recovered after several weeks of

treatment as these medicines stopped the fractalkine production and presumably triggered the death of the monocytes with S1.

As far as I know, your husband's symptoms of drug-resistant hypertension, irregular heart rhythms, and POTS have been frequently

encountered in patients Patterson and his colleagues treated - a very classic pattern. To be honest, I haven't revisited Patterson's

research for nearly a year and have no idea if Dr Mercola covered this story. Sadly, very few "alt" media outlets, if any, were

reporting on Patterson's work and the MSM and medical academics in general ignored this incredibly important clue from

Patterson's research.

Spike injury is very complex thus I think this is just one major clue and not necessarily the solution for all patients but worth

looking into. incelldx . com Persistence of SARS CoV-2 S1 Protein in CD16+ Monocytes in Post-Acute Sequelae of COVID-19

(PASC) Up to 15 Months Post-Infection. biorxiv . org/content/10.1101/2021.06.25.449905v3.full.pdf
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Most of the information regarding monoclonal antibodies has to do with cancer since it's a cancer treatment. I don't know which

one your husband had, but hopefully this link gets you started.

www.cancertherapyadvisor.com/home/cancer-topics/general-oncology/cardi..
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pecanroll, thank you, thank you, thank you for bringing up the issue surrounding gadolinium, used in MRI contrast. So many people

who are told the (Easter egg) "dye" is safe and is excreted from the body within 24-48 hours (it's a lie) then do not associate

newfound diseases/symptoms to the lifelong retained contrast. One just needs to do either a provoked or unprovoked 24 hour

urine test for heavy metals which includes testing for gadolinium, to get their answer.
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Get very serious about "Fenbendazole"
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I am a nurse at a federal prison and I too try to warn the inmates against taking the bioweapon jab or the new Uu shots, many have

refused thankfully but many of those still got the initial shots as they were provided nice incentives aka bribes to get the shot or

things were promised or things were taken away depending on what they chose. I also have not taken it and was just informed my

blood is currently thicker than its supposed to be which means I can get clots easier, doc who said the jab and Uu shot nearly killed

him both times feels that the jab would have killed me with clots. If you can get your hands on Ivermectin tablets or liquid, do so,

FLCCC and Ann Barnhardt give dosing instructions
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In Australia the Federal govt said they wouldn't make the vax mandatory, they would leave it too the States. Consequently State govts

being a major employer, if you didn't get jabbed you can't work. Then the Fed Govt which governs Aged Care, made it mandatory, then

States made it for anyone wanting to visit loved ones in Aged Care had to be vaxxed, that now includes visiting hospitals. That

automatically doubled the rate of vaxxed in one foul swoop. So to start with the Govt both Fed and State emotional blackmailed people

into being vaxxed, which was unforgivable.

Then they brought into play businesses who supp!ied Govt had no choice, you want too work, then you will get vaxxed. For a National

population of just over 25 million, 64,498,048 doses of vax has been given. Most States aged 16+ sits at 95% vaxxed. The region I live in,

92.2% are double vaxxed, only 17,850 are unvaxxed. Meaning very few people are awake. In one State the Police are asking if the public

knows of anyone speaking against the vax or spreading misinformation then the Police want too be notiLed.

So they are already starting off the mentality of dobbing in your neighbour or loved ones, quarantine facilities have also been built. The

people have been forced into accepting vaxxes because children must be vaxxed to attend school, prior to C19. No one looks at vaxxes

being responsible for autism etc. We only hear what the Govt wants the public too know. This means the people believe what they are

being told by the Govt, they have been saying through press releases that we need to accept that this is the New World Order.

We have to dig deep and in most cases without results too get any useful information on the C19 vax. The country's death rate of 16,980

today are claimed as C19 virus deaths. Nothing is said about the Vax being responsible for adverse events as there are none, the TGA

claims only approximately 414 dead are from the vaxxes. We only know the truth by researcing on the Internet.
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Sad to learn how bad it is in Australia. Regardless of who you are where one lives, I can assure you that your neighbor will betray

you. You can talk to them in conLdence daily and have the same viewpoints and they will "turn you in" in a heartbeat. Fear and

selLshness does strange things to people.
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"In one State the Police are asking if the public knows of anyone speaking against the vax or spreading misinformation then the

Police want too be notiLed." SOP in the Oz Penal Colony.

www.libertyparkpress.com/the-truth-about-australias-600000-gun-conLsc..
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Iynaran, I'm jumping in here to ask a question. In 2 weeks I'm headed (from the US) to OZ for a holiday and to visit friends. I have

avoided the jab at all costs - and the costs have been high - but I'm wondering whether I'm going to run into any legal or

governmental di0culties. Information on websites indicate that all borders are open with no c@vid requirements, but I'm very

skeptical. Any information or advice you can give me would be enormously helpful and appreciated! Thank you!
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Not just in the land of Oz, but all these puppet countries have already sold out... And they have done and continue to do their

master's bidding.. Now they are trying to come across as being "humanitarians".. Their deception runs silent and very deep..Lip

service at it's Lnest .. https://youtu.be/f4OgfBDvIro
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JAPAN: LOOK AT WHAT IS HAPPENING IN JAPAN, ESCALATING INFECTIONS AND CASES, ELEVATING SPIKING DEATHS, AND

LOOK CAREFULLY, IT IS ONE OF THE MOST HIGHLY COVID GENE INJECTED NATIONS; THIS TREND IS STABLE I wonder what is

happening? Do you think it has anything to do with the mRNA COVID gene injections? Look at excess mortality

palexander.substack.com/p/japan-look-at-what-is-happening-in?utm_sourc..  (12/27/2022)
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DEATH SHOT: AUSTRALIAN DOCTOR AND PARLIAMENT REVEALS THAT SHE HAS BEEN SUFFERING FROM THE COVID VACCINE.

OTHER DOCTORS ARE BEING CENSORED “We did a lot of homework before having the vaccine, particularly about choice of

vaccine at the time. In asking about adverse side effects, we were told that the worst thing that could happen would be

anaphylaxis’ and that severe reactions such as myocarditis and pericarditis were rare.'” Former Member of Parliament (MP) in

Australia, Dr. Kerryn Phelps, recently revealed that she and her wife have been suffering ongoing adverse reactions caused by the

Covid-19 vaccines, and that many other doctors who are trying to speak out about it are getting censored.

Regulators of the medical profession have censored public discussion about adverse events following immunisation, with threats

to doctors not to make any public statements about anything that might undermine the government’s vaccine rollout’ or risk

suspension or loss of their registration. winepressnews.com/2022/12/23/death-shot-australian-doctor-and-parliame..

 (12/23/2022)
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Guillermou, isn't that quite a joke she says they did a lot of homework before getting the jab? She is not much of a researcher, it

was obvious from the beginning to millions of us that the jabs must be shunned. She didn't cast a very wide net. And was the top

medical o0cer in the country!
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Chris Martenson, PhD suggests 'The only rational, scientiLc, ethical, and moral response is to #StoptheShotsNow for everyone under 50

who is healthy.' Which is agreeable only to a point. However, why 50? The only rational, ethical and moral response is to

#StoptheShotsNow should be for ALL ages. These clots jabs could be the nail in the co0n for less healthy groups, especially the older

with existing cardiovascular histories.
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absolutely! Why 50? Why are they not bad for everyone under 50 but safe for the over 50 crowd? It must be the "science."
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Now, step it up an notch and its easy to guess Chis is simply repeating what is already being done in Denmark. He needs to keep

posting on a major site to retain his followers and sidestep the censors. However, here's an 8 minute compilation by Tim Truth

(that voice, narrator) that sums up the BENEFITS of the shots, showing cumulative effect of each additional mRNA shot, starting

with a recent report from the Cleveland Clinic: "Bombshell Study Shows Hugely NEGATIVE EFFICACY, Worse With Every Shot;

Wrecks C19 Vaccine Mythology" - - www.bitchute.com/.../bNntJge75mfG   AND please note the reality disconnect with the US govt

heavily invested in this new mRNA platform; over 250 new vaxxns currently in development, intended to eventually replace all the

childhood vaxxns. LOOKS like the govt is now in the Pied Piper of fear and loathing role, playing a catchy tune of safe and effective,

robbing cities, towns and countryside of all the children.
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Germany just published graphs of sudden death, spiking up sharply beginning FIRST quarter of 2021. There were fewer than half

as many jabs Lrst quarter as second quarter, yet the spike was higher for Lrst quarter. Remember that they gave jabs to over-80

Lrst, then 70's etc. and you have to conclude that the jabs are MOST deadly to the oldest folks.
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sigh, Esther, any shot given to frail, elderly or inLrm can be deadly, this is why the "double-Uu shots" for adults have numerous

associated deaths...
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Follow the science, Fact checker science, YouTube science, Fraudci science, Marketing Messaging science, never mind hard research

science because it was either never done or what little there was hidden or blocked with no easy access. Any research outside the

inUuence of Big Pharma & their control of watchdog institutions are not to be viewed as too much does not agree with all the Dogma &

Dictates of all of the above. Above all else Trust Us, we are the Experts, you just don't understand.
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....and deaths, diseases and economic crisis for not following the true science, DR. DAN STOCK: "CDC DOES NOT BOTHER TO

READ SCIENCE, AND EVERYTHING STATED BY CDC ABOUT COVID IS CONTRARY TO SCIENCE"; WE CANNOT MAKE RSV GO AWAY

WITH ANY VACCINE! Dr. Stock is the real expert and when you listen to this 6 minutes, you understand the issues clearly and he is

sidelined and overlooked; I have tried to showcase him as I think he is BRILLIANT!. Vitamin D3, hydroxychloroquine, ivermectin,

and Zinc. This is what you needed.. Support this man.

palexander.substack.com/p/dr-dan-stock-cdc-does-not-bother?utm_source=..  (12/19/2022)
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Your link absolutely spells it out perfectly Gui! If memory serves, it was shared very early on when the mandates started being

forced. It speaks loudly why this parade of just regular vaccines needs to be directed in a different direction. Current trends

reinforce this doctor's statements as public service messaging promotes the ridiculous message - 'we are seeing an uptick in Uu &

colds because our immune systems haven't been challenged to stay strong, because of mask, social distancing," (all without

mentioning the forty percent jump in deaths from all causes, following the Jab/s.) This followed further by the solution (?) - more

of the same.

Get your, and we all know the rest. We have also known for too long using anti-bacterial soaps, improper use of antibiotics in

humans as well as animals and so on increase the very dis-eases they are promoted as to be stopping. To say nothing of the

soaking of our soils & now the planet in glyphosate as it also acts as an indiscriminate antibiotic affecting all life in our Garden,

Planet Earth.
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Yes, JUST, lies and corruption cannot be allowed, especially if it leads to the murder and suffering of many families. All the Covid

vaccine carnage has been covered up with a government paying nothing for all of 2021 for all the damage and deaths caused by

the spike protein injections. No payments were made for blood clots, myocarditis, heart attacks or strokes caused by Fauci Uu

vaccines in 2021. The Vaccine Industrial Complex (VIC) is a trifecta organization of the CDC, FDA, and Congress. Everyone is in

bed with Big Pharma to protect the vaccine industry, while all the major players pocket millions of dollars for their commitment.

To prepare for the onslaught of claims they knew would come from clot victims across the country, the Covid fund put in place

signiLcant disclaimers. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/government-covid-vaccine-injury-co..  (09/02/2022)

www.forbes.com/sites/adamandrzejewski/2021/11/04/feds-pay-zero-claims-..  .------- ------------- Biological weapons,

pharmaceutical corporations PLzer and Moderna aim to put on a good image, have announced plans to run their own internal tests

to assess the long-term health effects of their respective covid jabs.

We know that at least PLzer has already admitted that it falsiLed the short-term studies it allegedly conducted, but it never did, for

government regulators, we expect very little from these new long-term self-investigations. long-term safety of mRNA injections

Still, PLzer and Moderna want the world to think they're serious about vaccine safety, so they're moving forward with some kind of

testing protocol that will likely declare the shots "safe and effective."

www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/pLzer-and-moderna-investigate-their-own-va..  (11/15/2022)
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NOW EVERYONE CAN EASILY PROVE THE VAX SHOULD BE STOPPED, by Steve Kirschsteve kirsch I'll describe how you can ask

just FOUR questions about people who died since 2020 and you will see for yourself why the vaccines should be stopped. My

latest survey shows you don’t need to be a math genius to Lgure out whether the COVID vaccines are safe or not. You just survey

people and ask four questions about anyone who died in 2020 and beyond. The graphics are conclusive. In the link:

stevekirsch.substack.com/p/now-everyone-can-easily-prove-the?utm_sourc..  (12/27/2022)
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From the we lie to you press, JP Awaken www.youtube.com/watch
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Juststeve & Guillermo what do you think of this? www.lewrockwell.com/2022/12/no_author/evidence-of-the-conspiracy-to-co..
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Thanks gardenbe, interesting information about the legal implications of the application of the EUA. “The entire narrative about

“Vaccine Development and Approval” has been performance art to deceive the public. There is no development and approval for

these shots because they are not pharmaceutical products, they are not vaccines, they are Countermeasures under EUA, under

Public Health Emergency. They're not subject to any pharmaceutical regulation.”

.--------------------------------------------------------------------We can add this very expressive link: “You beasts, you illogical, irrational,

absurd, inept and incompetent malfeasant untermensche, you beelzebubs, you bottom-dweller public health o0cials, you worst

than devil putrid vapid Llths, with the complicit equally Llthy legacy media, for the lives you took with your lockdowns and school

closures, the mandates, the lunacy, the denial of early effective treatment, the lies about inferiority of natural immunity relative to

vaccine immunity, the lies about asymptomatic transmission, The fraud PCR test you used to drive 95% false positives, the lie

about equal risk of severe COVID outcomes regardless of age and risk background, and the forcing of the fraud failed ineffective

and deadly COVID gene injections that have so many of our police and military and border agents vaccine injured with many going

to, not ' if' but going to die in time due to your mandates, I want each and everyone of you shown to have caused deaths, to hang!”

FAUCI, BIRX, FRANCIS COLLINS, BARIC, AZAR, DASZAK, BOURLA, BANCEL, JHA, HOWARD NJOO, THERESA TAM, WALENSKY,

DOUG FORD, WILLIAMS, KIERAN, MARKS, DE VILLA, JNI ETC WITH CDC, FDA OFFICIALS, HANG HIGH!

palexander.substack.com/p/fauci-birx-francis-collins-azar-bourla?utm_s..  (12/27/2022)
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Dr. Meryl Nass publishes an article today that links to yesterday's excellent report by Dr. Mercola on how the WHO will form the

basis for a one world government and the review of proposed amendments to the International Health Regulations (IHR) 2005 and

the WHO Pandemic Treatise, where Dr. Meryl Nass was interviewed by investigative journalist James Corbett of The Corbett

Report .3 THINGS I WANT TO EMPHASIZE ABOUT THE WHO'S PROPOSED IHR AMENDMENTS3 COSAS QUE QUIERO ENFATIZAR

SOBRE LAS ENMIENDAS AL RSI PROPUESTAS POR LA OMS.

merylnass.substack.com/p/3-things-i-want-to-emphasize-about?utm_source..  (12/27/2022)
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gardenbe, being as most if not all of the players mentioned in the link have been revealed and in some cases admitted too, yet still

denied, goes a long way explaining what the following is all about; Kim Iverson, covid censorship www.youtube.com/watch  Those

in charge of security of any kind can get caught in a fear loop of their own leading too one long train of continuing more extreme

behavior thought to increase security but only to Lnd in the end to undermine it.
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30 years never had a virus or bacteria infection = never ill: Mix one heaped teaspoon of salt in a mug of clean warm water - cup a hand

and in stages, sniff or snort the mugful up your nose spitting out anything which comes down into your mouth. If burning sensation, you

have a virus and the salt solution is disinfecting it, so wait 2-3 minutes until burning sensation goes away, then blow out your nose on

toilet paper and Uush away, washing your hands afterwards. Do my free salt water cure morning, noon, night or more often if you want,

until it feels like you are Uushing with water only - job done.

3 minutes idea to job done - simple. No virus, no Covid or Long Covid in your head possible. You cannot catch Covid, you have to catch a

Coronavirus Lrst and let it become Covid in the nasal passages of your head, later transported down into your body in the one liter of

snot, or mucus, we each produce daily - the engine oil of the body. Vaccines - what for - I never have any. My method is like using a Lre

hose to put out a Lre. It takes 3 minutes to prepare and do with salt and clean water and over the 30 years I and others have been doing it,

it has NOT killed or injured ONE PERSON, so how many billions have been spent and how many millions killed and injured from these

vaccines, when nobody had to die or be injured in the Lrst place - and what about all of that money that Trump and Biden have spent on

these mythical synthetic patented mRNA test vaccines, which means, like another GMO product, that your body becomes owned by the

vaccine maker of choice and all of your human rights are lost as you are no longer human, but now with zero rights, Ltting for lab test

animals which you now are and have volunteered to be.
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Jhaden
Joined On 12/27/2022 9:46:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have used a neti pot and done the salt rinse. If it burns, you've mixed it incorrectly. Too much salt will burn, too little salt will burn.

I do agree that a regular salt rinse cuts down on the viruses that can enter the body. It's also very helpful for those who suffer from

allergies. DO NOT use regular table salt for this. Use sea salt or a salt speciLc for use in a neti pot (which can contain essential oils

to further clear sinuses). Interesting fact: people who work in salt mines very rarely get ill.
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catladyjan
Joined On 11/17/2021 6:16:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The bottom line is this: until SOMETHING is done to stop these shots NOW and bring charges against these murderers reading articles

every day about what the shots cause, etc. does not solve the problem........when are we going to see JUSTICE DONE?
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM
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An absolute barnburner of a presentation today, both Aaron & Del and the German panel. Thank you doc, for compiling this information !

And the Ed Dowd with Del interview has me buying copies of Ed's new book to be distributed to those who have vaXXine (discussion)

hesitancy. Like Ed says, Wall Street doesn't care about politics, it only cares about money and when the actuarial tables reveal to hedge

fund managers that going short on investments in insurance companies because of their payouts liability due to covid deaths and long on

funeral homes it will bring a new avenue of awareness to those who have chosen so far to turn a blind eye to reality.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Yes, epi-cure an economic ruin that in the end we will all pay and always more damage than compensation. The latest o0cial

Lgures point to approximately 6.6 million “adverse events” reported. But only a small fraction of the victims or the families of the

deceased will go through the tedious process of reporting vaccine-related deaths and adverse events to national health

authorities. Those (EU, UK, US) SOFAR deaths and injuries Lgures are at least ten times higher than o0cially reported cases.

410,000 dead, 66 million injured out of a population of approximately 850 million.

Vaccination campaigns have spread throughout the world, even to countries where covid was not present. And everywhere they

have been followed by a spectacular increase in new infections and mortality for several weeks or months. The race for

accelerated vaccination at all costs could ultimately prove ineffective for popular conLdence in all vaccines. Health policy must no

longer be imposed or guided by often inaccurate simulations (and their displays sometimes inUuenced by politics, as English

scientists admit), but must be based on respect for democracy and clinical experience.

Leld doctors possibly guided by simple non-binding recommendations. Totalitarianism, systematic censorship and persecution of

opponents and the suppression of fundamental freedoms in science, medicine and the economy only lead to more or less lasting

catastrophes, even for those responsible for them. In the link the epidemic curves of the most vaccinated countries. COVID-19

VACCINES LEAD TO NEW INFECTIONS AND MORTALITY: THE EVIDENCE IS OVERWHELMING.

www.globalresearch.ca/covid-19-vaccines-lead-to-new-infections-and-mor..  (09/11/2022)
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rrealrose
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Hi epi-cure, barnburning? Went down a rabbit hole of one of gui's links way above, and landed on this Brownstone re-posting:

"Disinformation, Censorship, and Information Warfare in the 21st Century" - - -

brownstone.org/articles/deep-dive-into-disinformation-censorship/  - 12 minute read plus 46 minute Llm clip from late 40's

demonstrating 80 year old disinformation campaign. Similarities are Amazing.
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BUDGET FOR VACCINE INJURY COMPENSATION PROGRAMS SET TO JUMP FROM $1 MILLION TO $5 MILLION IN 2023 Figures

obtained through a Freedom of Information Request show the Health Resources and Services Administration budget for COVID-19

vaccine injury compensation will increase in Lscal year 2023 — from approximately $1 million to $5 million, according to Wayne

Rohde, co-founder of Vaccine Safety Council of Minnesota. Only about 8% of the people who applied to the CICP with vaccine

injuries in the past have ever received payouts and there are no protections from the U.S.

legal system. Between 2010 and December 2022, 11,431 claims were Lled with the CICP — 10,899 of those claims for injuries

were for COVID-19 vaccine and countermeasures, including testing and treatment. Of the 10,899 COVID-19 countermeasure

claims, 7,624 allege injuries/deaths from COVID-19 vaccines and 3,275 allege injuries/deaths from other COVID-19

countermeasures. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/hrsa-budget-vaccine-injury-compens..  (12/21/2022)
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM
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Rose   thanks for the additional heads-up for Guillermou's link. I was already drinking the poison when I noticed your endorsement.

We been played much longer and slicker than we ever realized.                    Guillermou, thanks for that valuable link. I don't know

where you Lnd the time to tap into all that data. I have only 24 hours in my day. How many are on the planet you live on? Come to

think of it, I did once half jokingly call you The Oracle Of Delphi. I think if there were two of you (cloning?) joined by a Neuro link

there would be enough manpower resourcefulness to shut down Davos.
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BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET
Joined On 9/3/2021 4:31:02 PM
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I cannot see why they call for all shots being suspended for anyone under 50.....when these shots can hurt all who take them. The elderly

are always most vulnerable yet they are still given these jabs! No one should get these jabs given the adverse effects! As many adverse

events taking place there is no reason not to suspend the jab utterly and forever for everyone! Who, exactly, have these jabs helped?
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Segstar
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Bill to answer your last question, Lucifer..But you already knew that...
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JGW1950
Joined On 10/27/2022 3:03:37 PM
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[Sorry about the weird paragraph breaks. The website put those in, and I can't remove them.] I know that anecdotes are not science, but

how many people do you all know who mysteriously died after their shots? I personally know of three. Please post your experiences. Here

are mine: 1. My very good friend's niece, a healthy woman in her Lfties with no medical conditions, came from the Netherlands to visit her

mother and to receive the PLzer shot because she did not trust the Astra-Zeneca shot. Immediately, she started feeling vague abdominal

pains, which baued the doctors enough that they were going to perform exploratory surgery.

While being prepared for the procedure, her heart stopped. The doctors restarted it and (incredibly) went ahead with the surgery anyway.

She died on a operating table. My friend herself, age 71, got two PLzer shots and two boosters, immediately got shingles, and when she

actually got Covid several months later, she developed daily migraines for the next year, even though she said she had never had a

headache in her life. She is still suffering. 2. Another very good friend happened to be telling me that her cousin got her second shot and

started feeling weird pains, similar to the niece's, and within three weeks, she mysteriously died.

She was diabetic and in her seventies, but her diabetes had been controlled for many years. 3. Still another friend told me of her best

friend from childhood, who got his second PLzer shot and was found dead in his kitchen the next day. I myself was forced to take one

shot for work, which in my case was the Johnson and Johnson (which has mysteriously disappeared, despite its being easier to store and

requiring only one shot), and I got the Lrst ear infection I had ever had in my life. Fortunately, I didn't have to take any more.
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Joined On 7/2/2020 10:12:50 PM
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My sister a RN PhD and I dont want to give anymore identifying info, had a Myocardial infaction within a minute of the shot, stroke

and has been diagnose with myocarditis and stiff atria. She had developed ulcerative colitis also. All from on shot. I think Cardiac

MRI's are making her worse as they inject her with heavy metal GADOLINIUM, folks it is not a dye its a heavy metal and it deposits

and has no business being in a human body.
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Indeed, these forced paragraph breaks are horrendous.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM
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My husband, 2 of 3 daughters, and myself have not taken any jabs. We paid a high price for it. Husband got sick of being hassled

by his boss to get the vaccine and Lnally quit. He was making a LOT of money. One daughter could not go to culinary school

because of jab mandates. She would have long since graduated. But 1 of my daughters (an RN) got jabbed and boosted. She

immediately got a blood clot in her eye (they blamed it on her pregnancy). She lost central vision in one eye. Then she got heart

issues and she had to have surgery! Then she passed out behind the wheel, went off the road and slammed into a huge tree! It

could have killed her. They said she passed out because she was dehydrated. This daughter was healthy as a horse till the vaccine

rolled out.

I have told her very vociferously to stop taking the jabs. She gets upset, then tells her husband, who calls my husband who tells me

to back off! Hubby says it is their business. How can I zip it when I know how dangerous they are? This isn't about me, it is about

her being alive to raise our grandkids! Now to compare this jab happy daughter to daughter #2, they are identical twins (we call her

daughter #2 because she was born about 90 seconds later). #2 has not had any of the health problems that daughter #1 has. Of

course it is the jab! Also if I may put in a word about the HPV vaccine. That is another dangerous one!!! Don't take it!!!!
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I am beyond thrilled that Florida is conducting it's own investigation into the jabs. Our Federal Government in the US is so corrupt that we

must turn to the states for support. I live in a border state and the states are doing more to try to control the Uow of illegal border

crossings than the Federal Government is. If Florida Governor DeSantis ran for President, I would absolutely vote for him, but quite

frankly, I think he would be more effective as a Governor as his work wouldn't be stymied by federal bureaucracy and politics. In the US I

think our best hope is for the states to stand up to Washington.
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He would become the same target that Trump became. I agree our best chances are state’ Independence. That may be why not

long ago I read some states were considering succeeding from the US. Must have been squashed as I haven’t read or heard more

about it.
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Joined On 12/13/2007 1:31:43 PM
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My one question about all this is that people who agree that the shot doesn’t work and in fact only causes harm still say things like, “ The

only rational, scientiLc, ethical, and moral response is to #StoptheShotsNow for everyone under 50 who is healthy.” Does it make sense to

give a shot that doesn’t work and only causes harm to anyone 50 or over or those that are not healthy?
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Joined On 3/5/2018 8:47:17 AM
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Billions of dollars worth of proLt seems to me a very big motive to lie through one's teeth about everything concerning the shots. Call

them jabs if you like. They are shots given by doctors of medicine. Doctors in fear of losing their license to practice medicine. Numerous

articles here have proven, they are right to fear the loss of their occupation if they come forward and protest the dangers apparently

exposed here. The media went to hell in a hand basket WHEN they became owned by 6% or less of the general population with the ability

to censor anything written in their publications and other media.

They own the guilt of covering up any mess this has created. If there is judgment after death, they have a whole lot to fear. So I suspect

they are all deniers that any hell exists beyond death. Then there are the agencies of government. If someone said to me in high school

that these agencies could literally get away with murder, I would have questioned that statement. After all, this is a system corrected by

checks and balances between the three divisions of government.

Perhaps if they ignore facts long enough, those facts will eventually go away. Someday, perhaps, that will change. But I doubt it will

change any time soon. If conUicted o0cials are prosecuted, I suggest it will mean the largest turn over in leadership this country has ever

seen. So I really doubt it will happen. The Lrst thing to change is the 6th estate of the news media. None of this information should be

ignored by the media.

That it does, suggests we need a complete overhaul of the entire system. Including the way we police the licensing of the medical

profession. There is way too much power over the lives of people in charge of our health. Including notations as to whether or not you got

one of these shots or not and the ability to keep you from working if you do not. The other thing needs changing is hiding facts behind the

classiLcation system of SECRETS punishable in a court of law.
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As of 09.30.2022 - The Federal Response to COVID-19 - $4.0 Trillion Dollars. www.usaspending.gov/.../covid-19   Where is the

transparency, full disclosure, and accountability? And "Cui Bono" (for whose beneLt)?
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Complete overhaul makes a lot more sense, took me forever to retrace my steps, to this interview. Its long; in the Lnal 30 minutes,

Martin Armstrong lays out what he sees occurring over the next 10 to 15 years. NOT easy to watch a current corrupted system

crumble and fall, yet building a new people-oriented system for the people is equally if not more challenging. (Note: corporate

media readers have mostly been vaxxed and may not be much of an issue going forward. How horrid.) Here ya go, it takes time

and patience: "Martin Armstrong: The Great Reset will FAIL & EVERY government will collapse 12/9/22" - -

www.bitchute.com/.../6uGFukFx1di9  - - ya'll need to listen to the beginning segments to understand the depths of economic

issues and political corruption Martin has encountered...and he explains why he thinks the economic "reset" may not turn out well

for acknowledged perps.
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DJ those billions of dollars is NOT proLt, it is outright THEFT..Honest proLt is a good thing...
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I hope he’s right, rrealrose. According to Meryl Nass, the WHO let the cat out of the bag in October, 2022, but we were asking two

years ago - How can a conspiracy be fact and theory simultaneously? They never concealed the agenda: UK MP Matt Hancock:

“Klaus Schwab’s work brings together all the best minds on the planet to inform what we are doing.” Schwab: “Many are wondering

when things will return to normal- never, the world as we know it in the early months of 2020 is no more. Radical changes are

coming that refer to a before coronavirus (BC) and after coronavirus (AC) era - they will shape a “new normal” radically different

from the one we will be leaving behind.” Such hubris, but Amazon 2020 reviews of his work said: “This is not a work to be tossed

aside lightly - it should be thrown with great force.

An option if you run out of toilet paper. Real life Bond movie where psychopaths take over the world. Know your enemy - this is the

manual. Puts Stalin and Adolf to shame. Has the merit of proving all my conspiracy theories correct. Pound shop Bond villain

reveals the masterplan. COVID-19 = CertiLcate of Vaccination IdentiLcation. Do yourself a favour, pick up a copy of Orwell’s 1984.

Puerile vapourings of a demented psychopath.” But those “puerile vapourings ” were approved by our corrupt puppet

“governments”!

Gates funded projects in 2013 to promote only vaccination for all to prevent disease. But it was improved hygiene, sanitation,

social housing with gardens, less grinding poverty that led to 1954 Prime Minister Macmillan saying “You’ve never had it so good.”

“Strategising future policies to increase vaccination rates” from a medically untrained psychopath pre-empted today’s

depopulation agenda. As Stan might have said, quoting Hendrix or Ghandi? “If the love of power could be replaced by the power of

love, what a different world it would be”. greenmedinfo.com/blog/bill-gates-project-tycho-and-vaccine-voodoo
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM
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"No mainstream media attended the press conference." Tells me everything I need to know about the legacy press and media. But I

already knew that anyway after over three years of outrageous lies and propaganda.
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Guillermou
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Yes, Stephjask, no wonder because the media and tech companies played a "central role" in stiUing the COVID-19 policy debate. A

groundbreaking new scientiLc paper published Tuesday exposes the suppression and censorship of doctors and medical experts

who have opposed and challenged the o0cial COVID-19 narrative. The authors summarized their article by stating that "the

emergence of COVID-19...gave rise to numerous controversies about COVID-related knowledge and policy" and a "perceived threat

from physicians and scientists challenging the o0cial position of the governmental and intergovernmental health authorities".

Describing this "o0cial position" as "orthodoxy," the authors said supporters of such policies "have moved to censor those who

promote dissenting views." “Our Lndings point to the central role that media organizations, and especially information technology

companies, play in attempting to stiUe debate over COVID-19 policies and measures,” the authors wrote.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-narrative-big-tech-media-cen..  (05/11/2022)
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The evidence is irrefutable. VAERS has documented the numerous side effects, the frequency of deaths.  When.... how.... will these jabs

be recalled.  And how is it that the CDC and FDA are not being disbanded for crimes against humanity?  Don't we have checks and

balances in our government?  Who is responsible for overseeing these organizations?  When will this stop?
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MysticTuba
Joined On 5/28/2009 10:48:57 AM
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The fox is in charge of the hen house.
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gh/nn
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The checks and balances have no checks and balances of their own. So when the checks and balances became corrupt there was

no stopping any of it. PS. The vote is supposed to be a check and balance; but we have seen that that too is out of check. (and

balance)
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Esther M. Cook
Joined On 5/11/2007 2:27:27 AM
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"It will stop when you stop complying."
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TheMagoo
Joined On 6/8/2021 12:56:33 AM
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This is just the beginning of the genocide, those that have taken this poison are guinea pigs. The long term effect of these shots is

unknown. Those responsible for this will have every eventuality covered, look at Rockerfella's "Lockstep" role play. The greatest crime

ever perpetrated against humanity will be packaged and made to custom Lt into this "neo liberal" ideology, an ideology that allows those

in their 1st world privilege an emotive "out", a great empathy constructed for those that have sadly died or been injured.

This empathy, this hypocrisy that is the glue that holds all our 1st world privilege together will not allow those entrenched within this sick

hypocritical ideology to see it all for what it truly is, genocide, "They sacriLced for us all, they are all heroes, the best of the best, yes let"s

have a worldwide day of mourning for these heroes!" This of course means the doubling down of the NWO, their brave new world, a

technocratic dystopia, total in it's control, brutal in its application.

Carbon footprints, more"'vaccination," a digital ID. certiLcate of vaccination identiLcation, all controlled and held together by CBDCs.

While the Lrst world masses can still buy their food from the 4 corners of the world from their local supermarkets, push a button in their

bathrooms and watch their sh.t Uy down a tube and disappear, have big brother that has now morphed into big daddy, their corrupt

governments, look after them, with free education, medicine, housing, and money, they will accept it all.

All the narrative given to them by the corrupt media, the corrupted medicine, science, the lies to enslave and now murder. In my opinion,

sadly, this is the future play, Etienne de la Botie, Discourse of Voluntary Servitude (1576) it has so much relevance today. The latest

generation are already lost, tyranny is accepted when they know no different, then the next generation is absolutely corrupted and

controlled by absolute power of the tyrant.
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As I understand it, they are not testing for 'spike protein', rather they are testing by ELISA for antibodies, which are not speciLc and occur

with any injury/infection/inUammation etc. They are saying it reUects spike protein, just as they try to say antibodies reUect vaccine

e0cacy etc. Why invoke a spike protein when mRNA and LNP are damaging and inUammatory and will produce 'antibodies' i.e. repair

molecules? The rest of the garbage metals and LNP and foreign proteins are more than enough to cause blood disorders and other

disorders we are seeing.

According to Stefan Scoglio the delivery of mRNA has not been solved to this day, with Lve robust mechanisms stopping mRNA from

entering the cell, let alone then manufacturing spike protein, including Extra cellular ribonucleases, failed endocytosis which reverts to

exocytosis instead, Endosome and lysosome attack in the cell, Endo-cellular nucleases and attacks resulting from immunogenicity.

Interesting interview between Dr Tom Cowan and Dr Stefan Scoglio discussing this

drtomcowan.com/blogs/podcasts/58-stefano-scoglio?comment=130582708460#..  At one point Dr Socglio comments that people

rebuke him by saying what does it matter whether or not spike protein exists or not (and one could add whether viruses exist or not).

As he rightly points out it is critical whether or not people believe in these things, because the belief in them is enabling the fear which is

enabling them to be controlled. Afterall, now we have articles about variants ad nauseam and spike protein 'shedding' and 'vaccination' by

distance etc. It matters very much whether people believe in the bogeyman.
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Jeremiah.8
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"The only rational, scientiLc, ethical, and moral response is to #StoptheShotsNow for everyone under 50 who is healthy." Evil controlled

opposition from the 'trusted, our' side. So we should inject all those over 50 and under 50 and unhealthy? CAN ANYONE SEE THE

MADNESS HERE?
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Jackaroni
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I'm over 50, I would like to stop the shots for EVERYONE!
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It kind of show the hand of the population control tyrants. It runs deep in modern medicine. drtomcowan.com/.../strophanthus
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Joined On 12/4/2013 6:48:49 AM
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"Meanwhile, the COVID-19 vaccines produced by PLzer and Moderna have received FDA approval for pediatric and adult patients..." This

sentence is not true. PLzer Comernaty was "approved" but has never been produced. ALL available shots are NOT FDA approved and

remain EUA (Emergency Use Authorization). I don't know why the good sites keep writing this.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They have been added to the childhood vaccine schedule. The CDC recommends all children attending schools to get the jabs.

That means all school districts will "in lock step" require all children to get the jabs or not be accepted into the school. Whether

they are technically "approved" or not is irrelevant when a single mom making minimum wage can't afford a private school or tutor

and has to send her child to a public school.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/27/2022 9:11:25 AM
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That BUGS the crap out of me too, all the smoke and mirrors with the Comirnaty injections and deception surrounding it

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/27/2022 9:30:04 AM
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Contrary to the o0cial narrative (and hence popular belief)," it has been demonstrated that vaccines cause signs and symptoms of

autism, Asperger's, and ADHD - in the news media, in most politicians and in some doctors.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/27/2022 4:50:50 AM
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pecanroll
Joined On 7/2/2020 10:12:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hello Versatile, Dr. Andrew Moulden died unexpectedly explaining your insight. Vaccines cause ischemia or strokes. I see lots of

kids with misaligned eyes now. Dr. Moulden said the vaccines causing strokes. Babies can't verbalize to you whats wrong. Heart

breaking lecture at following link unariunwisdom.com

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/27/2022 9:15:11 AM
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DJWEBBSR
Joined On 3/5/2018 8:47:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The SECRETS Act gave these people the license they need to do whatever they want without fear of prosecution. Several people came

forward with information of illegal activities of government. One is now living in Russia to avoid prosecution. Another is ruined and

awaiting prosecution here because the British government does not have the guts to oppose these people. It is illegal to expose the crime

of people in government? If WIkileaks founder is an example, that is exactly what is happening. We, the people of this country are asleep.

Waking that people? Probably will never happen as long as they live the comfortable middle class life. Most are not even aware. In the

last few years, we have seen just how far people in charge can go without opposition from the general public. Now that is dangerous. The
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last few years, we have seen just how far people in charge can go without opposition from the general public. Now that is dangerous. The

credibility of the people in charge without any public opposition? They should not even be in o0ce at this point in time. The reality is they

are still in charge. Despite what a minority of people have written exposing them.
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MichaelBland
Joined On 12/28/2022 12:46:18 PM
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Come on Doctor Mercola, Using an anonymous expert with a name like "A Midwestern Doctor" does not lend credentials to this story. Lots

of people put their trust in you. A Fan
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afc999
Joined On 10/30/2011 12:18:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Love the video ... right up to the end when he says, and I paraphrase, "We are Lghting against stupidity!" THAT is absolute STUPIDITY!! We

are Lghting against EVIL!! And those who do not understand that will likely believe that all that is necessary is more "information." That is

NOT what is needed!  Those behind this KNEW what the lockdowns and masks and distancing and isolation and refusal to allow useful

already approved drugs and ESPECIALLY the c19 TOXXINES would do!! This was planned out by sociopathic, megalomaniacal, greedy

and always greedy for more, depopulation preaching and pushing, maliciously EVIL people. If the War we are in does not identify, indict,

prosecute, convict and punish them, then we will have accomplished very little at all and we will soon see an even worse repeat of what

we've just been through! THEY ARE NOT DONE!!
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nan5159
Joined On 6/2/2017 4:39:25 PM
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Well, maybe the only entity who can take out big pharma is the life insurance business who will look to BP to payout.
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Momtad
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I don't understand why insurance companies or their investors haven't started suing the pharmaceutical companies.
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They are probably getting subsidized like the travel industry did in 2020.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM
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Sundance at The Last Refuge. Subscribe to The Conservative Treehouse. It is free and can make donations.

theconservativetreehouse.com Details on each Twitter dump.
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Fastingmom
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Can someone please guide me? I clicked on Dr. M's headline called, "Top Tips for Anti-Aging" but this article popped up. I can't locate that

article and really want to read it. Can't Lnd it on Substack either. Thoughts?
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Articles only up for 48 hours than are behind a paywall at $5/month. This has been the policy for 2 plus yrs.
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SomeMo888
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Sounds like the next chapter will be our tax dollars funding government payouts for vaccine injuries. More communism unfolding!
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There will be no payout whatsoever for vaccine injuries because there are no vaccine injuries.
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treeman67
Joined On 8/16/2020 6:23:31 PM
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I had given up on Justice being found for the vaccination and treatment victims of the Pandemic. Thank you Dr. Mercola for your

unrelenting journalism and coverage, and thank you Gov. De Santis for not forgetting, and prosecuting the heinous crimes committed

against humanity!
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SocialismSucks
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The fact that these "safety" organizations have been blatantly ignoring glaring safety signals signiLes that these organizations SHOULD

be held responsible for their malfeasance. However, the "safe and effective" government propaganda machine is still churning and the

low-info people are still brain-washed and lining up for their bivalent boosters. I PRAY that someone will be held accountable for these

crimes against humanity, but evil and corruption seems to be so pervasive that I do not have much hope.
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velodude
Joined On 5/18/2020 2:39:36 PM
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As always, thank you Dr. Mercola for another excellent article. I would only slightly enhance the Lrst sentence, "Contrary to the o0cial

narrative (and hence popular belief), the COVID shots have no demonstrated safety." NO vaccines (including COV!D shots which we all

know are not vaccines) have been proven safe. [Reference the book, "Turtles All The Way Down."]
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In response to the person traveling to "OZ" land- my Aunt has 2 friends- husband and wife- from Canada - obediently jabbed and boosted,

who have been conLned to their cabin for over a week on a two-week Australian cruise for testing positive.  Only one had mild symptoms

but "someone" was concerned and they were asked to test.  Reconsider until this madness is over- but before the new madness starts.
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ScanKat
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I pray everyday the agenda of this pandemic and the shots and all the horrible meds they approved under a false state of emergency that

is still going on after 3 years will be exposed. I won't hold my breath though. The only way this is exposed is to go back to the beginning

of the germ theory. Pasteur was as corrupt as Fauci. He admitted it was the terrain and not the germ on his death bed. Unfortunately the

Lre was already out of control, just like the spike: www.bitchute.com/.../ezlCumMBFwE8
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I never thought modern medicine would become so corrupt.But than again it always was. www.bitchute.com/.../ezlCumMBFwE8
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Joined On 6/19/2006 6:43:30 PM
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What steps can I take if I’ve already had the PLzer vaccine to lessen any potential side affects?
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There are many detox plans.David Wolf has a great protocol. Since there are so many heart issues I would take Strothanus. Dr Tom

Cowan has it: drtomcowan.com/.../strophanthus  Pine tea is recommended too. I would do a good 30 day detox.Do sauna and

horse tail tea for the metal detox. Good luck
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Esther M. Cook
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I think it was Dr. Henry Ealy who has a four-step plan. Rushing things causes nasty reactions, he says. The Lrst step is to handle

your energy production, your mitochondria. Second step is detox--you will Lnd many recipes. See to it that your body has the

energy for detox. You can support our hero Dr. Mercola by buying his supplements, and there are many others out there.
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I am giving Z-Detox to my vaxxed son and NAC to my vaxxed husband among other things. Ivermectin also helps your body get rid

of spike proteins. Nattokinase on an empty stomach can help with the clots. Also, intermittent fasting. Good luck!
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gh/nn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think my comment will be considered conspiracy’; but it is what it is. Others may be able to recommend a veriLcation test. I will guess

that a covid shot was administered with the monoclonal antibodies. I am sure there is a test to see if the jab’ is in his body. I would not

use the initial health provider that administered the initial treatment; but whos to say who can be trusted. I would start the detox routine .
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Segstar
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A shot in the "dark", leave no mark.Best to not outsource yer critical thinking...Facts.. https://youtu.be/0oFdsgLP8n8
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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No one should be surprised. They only make money if you're sick. There is no incentive for Big Pharma to develop, market, sell, and

administer vaccines in the name of "Health Care". However, they can dupe the world into thinking they are protecting the public from

infectious diseases knowing the consequences are adverse reactions, autoimmune diseases, heart diseases, organ failure/damage, and

a compromised immune system that is MORE vulnerable to other infectious diseases. That's the elephant in the room! Dr. Mercola did a

report on this 12+ months ago warning that anyone getting these mRNA jabs would be more susceptible to other infections. I researched

this before the censor Gods caught wind of it and had my mind blown!

These mRNA jabs dysregulate the innate immune system in order to get the mRNA into the cells to produce spike protein. Otherwise,

most people's immune systems would destroy the jabs immediately. That's the main reason for the 2 jabs. The Lrst jab is ineffective at

creating spike protein and creating an immune response against Sars-Cov-2, but it shuts down T-cells TLR3,'7, & '8. This enables the 2nd

jab to do it's thing. Boosters every 3 to 5 months makes sure your immune system remains SHUT DOWN! Now all the childhood diseases

you had and got over are likely to return. Again, they only make money if you are SICK! Just walk away from the medical system!
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brodiebrock12
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A sick society is just a good business model and always has been for Pharma. A healthy one is NOT. Its been obvious for decades.
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RichardNoakes
Joined On 5/22/2021 3:40:27 AM
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There were no COVID-19 vaccines close to approval on August 27, 2020. In fact, the PLzer/BioNTech vaccine trial phase 2/3 had only

started a month earlier on July 27.The Lrst contract, with General Dynamics, is dated August 27, 2020. It outlines a series of services the

company was to provide to the CDC pursuant to the “anticipated increase” in VAERS reports due to the COVID-19 vaccines. It certainly

appears that by August, 2020, the impending emergency use authorization of at least one COVID-19 vaccine was a foregone conclusion.

BioNTech CEO Ugur Sahin says that his mRNA vaccines rolled out in January this year (2021): Link here:

www.ibtimes.sg/fact-check-biontech-ceo-ugur-sahin-refuses-take-pLzer-..  but by August 27, 2020 The Lrst contract, with General

Dynamics, is dated August 27, 2020 had been let and the contract states that they were expecting up to 1,000 VAERS reports to be Lled

per day, with up to 40% of the reports being serious in nature and the CDC was already anticipating that the COVID vaccines might

generate nearly seven times as many reports as all other vaccines combined (a 600% increase), The amounts paid out under the

contracts with General Dynamics were redacted.

But according to this site, the initial amount paid was $9.45 million, with $4.4 million added in late February, and then an additional $16.3

million tacked on in early March. In March of 2022 there was an additional $5.2 million added (increases in deaths and injuries beyond

the intitial contracts) The Contracts 23 00099 General Dynamics Information

Te..substack.com/redirect/dac78dc8-9d2d-4280-a390-218d47bb331d?j=eyJ1Ijoib..  00099 Eagle Health Analytics,

Llsubstack.com/.../bcba05ff-1dce-4b15-a6a7-0f59f3cb115a

 j=eyJ1IjoibjFlaXcifQ.OkComRnvTz45cW2ospKdwvhGbhkMepFwvepUF91fYF0 Grand total? $35,425,642 The Vaccine Adverse Event

Reporting System (VAERS) records 1%
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Grand total? $35,425,642 The Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) records 1% of all reports,. December: Friday

VAERS updated its numbers showing a staggering 1,481,226 reports of adverse events (x41, for example 41 x 1481226 =

60730266 actual injuries and deaths so far - which is premeditated genocide in my book) following COVID-19 vaccines which were

submitted between Dec. 14, 2020, and Dec. 9, 2022. ...The above information posted by Josh Guetzkow which I happened to come

across. To put it simply, you have all been had, these vaccines were expected to kill millions or trillions and the CDC funded by Bill

Gates had a recording structure in place by August 27, 2020, with just that in mind, bearing in mind that the numbers currently are

for those who were injured or died, soon after vaccinations, but it makes no forward forecast of how many more will die from these

synthetic mRNA vaccines, after vaccination, but before 2025, which is probably when Biden's Great Reset takes place - for those

few who survive the vaccines to then and what awaits them - think Musk's Neurallink, but not from Musk this time, but some other

shady organization = DARPA?
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Richard, shortly after that Aug 27th, 2020 date, the phase-3 trial was all but canceled. The CDC "unblinded" the control group and

vaccinated them! Obviously, they saw something troubling that would have prevented the FDA from giving EUA to the jabs. So

PLzer, the CDC, and the FDA colluded in covering up the data. By taking everyone in the placebo group and vaccinating them, they

had no phase-3 trial and they could blame any and all adverse effects on the virus, not the vaccine. That's exactly what they did

immediately following the rollout of the vaccine. All nursing home patients that died after getting the jabs were labeled as

"COVID-19 DEATHS".
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A biochemist would have told this at the moment the mRNA jab was introduced...
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ChrisV0
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Sadly, not all biochemists will carry this insight. A family member, now retired, but with a PhD in this Leld still insists that these

jabs 'saves lives'. Begging him to hold off taking any jabs did not work. After all, me not having any doctorate degree, only a strong

medical background and education would not be enough for him. Having a cardiac history where he recently had a silent MI that

was discovered at the cardiologist visit with additional left ventricle damage. Did any of these jabs contribute? We'll never know as

he would never ever consider that to be a possibility.
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Many doctors (Dr. Mercola among others) DID tell us about the dangers even before the menace jab was introduced.
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Yes, most people with a PhD in Biochemistry saw this coming. I know a few of them. Most of them didn't get the jab or they just

got 1 of the 2 Lrst jabs. None of them have been boosted.
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Here the injection is still being pushed on people but few are taking it. Even in the subway station are the nurses giving shots to

passengers accepting them.
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I'm assuming you are in NYC? Sounds like a real sterile environment for a medical procedure.
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If people want to continue getting jabbed, let them;;I am done chasing after people that want to run into the burning building.....
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In all BLUE run cities and states the injections are STILL widely advertised primarily with ads paid for with DHHS monies

designation which means "we the people" monies. They STILL use OUR money to do this to humanity without a smidgen of

accountability anywhere to be seen. A disgrace beyond measure really
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Good forensic analysis! Congratulations to the researchers.
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